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Context of the ‘Back 2 Work’ survey
Skipr is a Belgian start-up that enables smart mobility for professionals. It comes as 
no surprise that as people were locked at home, our customers were not using the 
Skipr app & services. 

We therefore reached out to our client base, community and prospects to better 
understand their current situation with regard to mobility and what their lives will be 
like after the lockdown.

We had close to 400 people participating in this survey during the month of May 
2020. All participants are based in Belgium.



The majority of participants are in a people and/or management role...
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...evenly distributed from company size perspective.



(Partially) working from home is the new normal for the coming months, with the majority of companies getting out of their 
lockdown in June. 

81% of companies have decided to have their employees work from home (partially), which 
shows a major shift in how companies will be organised in the coming months. 



If the car remains the main mode of transport to commute, a high number of people are seeking alternatives.

By crossing this data 
with the company sizes 

we can conclude that 
30% to 43%

are not using a car to 
commute to work and 

will be using an 
alternative.*

*Based on avg size of company and avg proportion of car use



It’s important to note that while 57% to 70% of employees will commute by car, 60% of companies face parking issues. 
This is a dramatic situation for 1 in 5 companies.



If more than a ⅓ of employees will not commute by car, public transportation isn’t favoured by companies. The personal 
bike is the clear winner here, with shared mobility seen as a credible alternative to come to work.
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23%
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52%
encourages the use of 

personal bikes

28%
discourages the use of 

alternative mobility 
for their employees
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internal 

complexity to 
implement 

27%
available 
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near office

26%
security & 

safety

11%
cost for 

company

Why alternative mobility in current mobility policies? - Most companies today do not include alternative mobility in their 
current policy. One of the main bottlenecks seems to be the complexity linked to its administrative implementation. The many 
individual operators present on the market or the lack of education on the current offering also play an important role.



The ideal mobility solutions and the main priorities post-COVID-19 are largely aligned. More flexibility while ensuring 
sustainability & safety are the top priorities. 



Many thanks for your insights!

Here are our observations and how the 
new normal will look like according to us:

You

■ Public transport use will decrease for commuters. The 
STIB/MIVB shared that it would take up to 2 years to get back to 
normal.

■ Even if people are tempted to hop back into their cars, but fear of 
congestions & parking issues will push them to alternatives.

■ “Open air” mobility solutions will face a strong boost in use & 
demand. Both owned bikes and shared alternatives (bikes, 
e-steps, scooters).Employees



Many thanks for your insights!

Here are our observations and how the 
new normal will look like according to us:

You

■ The ability to work from home is not a temporary trend. It’s 
definitely there to stay. Companies will adjust their work 
schedules accordingly.

■ Safe return to work is being strongly prioritised, driven by new 
employees needs and preference.

■ Mobility policies are being reviewed with the idea to offer more 
flexibility. Companies



Skipr Solution An end-to-end solution 

More alternatives in your mobility plan? Look 
no further! Skipr is here to help,

You

In partnership 
with

& 
more...



Skipr Solution An end-to-end solution 

Skipr makes it easy to shift towards flexible 
and sustainable mobility for employees!

You

● Manage the complexity linked to the administrative management  of mobility 
expenses and ensuring connection with your payroll partner. Monitor mobility 
budgets and easy reporting of mobility expenses in your customized dashboard.

● Aggregate all mobility options: Plan, book and pay for trips with the Skipr journey 
planning app. Whether your team prefers public transport, shared and own 
vehicles, or all of it, Skipr combines it all in one single interface. Pay directly in the 
app and keep track of costs

● One centralized payment solution that gives you access to all mobility providers 
in Europe. Book them with the Skipr payment card, and view the expenses in your 
single monthly invoice. 



Questions? 
Please contact us.

Aurélie Gillieaux
Head of Business Development
aurelie@skipr.co
+32 484 17 78 42

Maroussia Collette 
Business Development Manager
maroussia@skipr.co
+32 479 43 33 69


